
2/14/22, 4:10 AM Jon Kleinow on Twitter: "@DonNadon9 I feel like I'm missing something obvious. I take it the protesters put the sticker on his wind…
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The Wayback Machine - https://web.archive.org/web/20220214075928/https://twitter.com/JonKleinow/status/14…

· 9hDon-a-Don @DonNadon9
LMaooooo look at what local residents made the lead trucker do at Riverside 😅😅😅😅😅😅
🔥🔥🔥 
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· 6hCassie @mrrochesterrock
Replying to  and @JonKleinow @DonNadon9
Thank God it's not just me
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· 6hDon-a-Don @DonNadon9
Residents convinced him to do so, to let him proceed with his truck.
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Show replies

· 6hM.E. Brown @Botanicalsrock
Replying to  and @JonKleinow @DonNadon9
He was an occupier. Residents convinced him to quit and leave - after removing the trucker 
sticker and flag.

1 7

· 5hNancySmith @NLSmith99
Replying to  and @JonKleinow @DonNadon9
I think it is a sticker for the convoy that he put on some time ago,

3

· 3hDAO Quixote, Fringe OG Pureblood (σ, σ) HONK! @YodaTheThing
Replying to  and @JonKleinow @DonNadon9
They were holding him hostage until he removed his opinion from his personal property
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· 3hDon-a-Don @DonNadon9
It was splendid
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